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   Contractions – Common Mistakes 

 

 

 

  



 

  Past Tense Verbs (ending in -ed) 

 

 

 



  Practice 

Practice the sentences.  
 

1. The officials judged the results. 
    The officials judge the results. 

 

2. The bees buzzed around the honey. 
    The bees buzz around the honey. 
 
3. We pretend to like mother’s cooking. 
    We pretended to like mother’s cooking. 
 
4. Rescuers search for missing people. 
    Rescuers searched for missing people. 
 
5. Scientist tested the new technology. 
    Scientist test the new technology.  
 
6. I pass all my math tests. 
    I passed all my math tests. 
 
7. I pack my luggage for all my trips. 
    I packed my luggage for all my trips.  
 
8. We avoid traffic. 
    We avoided traffic. 



 
9. We borrowed money for our cars. 
    We borrow money for our cars. 
 
10. People helped out after disasters 
      People help out after a disaster. 
 
11. Peppers added flavor to the food. 
      Peppers add flavor to the food. 
 
12. We visit grandmother’s house. 
      We visited grandmother’s house 
 
13. We laughed at his jokes. 
      We laugh at his jokes. 
 
14. We miss our mother. 
      We missed our mother. 
 
15. We accept responsibility. 
      We accepted responsibility. 
 
16. We live in the city. 
      We lived in the city. 



   Words ending in ‘s, es, s’ 

The four reasons for adding ‘s, es, or s’: 

  plural noun (boys) 

  contraction (she’s) 

  conjugate a verb (walks) 

  possession (student’s) 

 

 

The ‘s, es, s’ endings follow the same pronunciation rules. 
These endings have three possible pronunciations: 

[ S ] sound (cats) 

[ Z ] sound (dogs) 

[ IZ ] sound (teaches) 

 

 

https://pronuncian.com/pronounce-z-sound


 



    Words Ending in ‘ce, se, ze’ 

Remember: [s] sound is unvoiced / [z] sound is voiced. 

 

‘ce’ at the end of a word will normally have the [s] sound. 

 price, dance, place. twice 

 

‘ze’ at the end of a word will normally have the [z] sound. 

 prize, freeze, minimize, size  

 

‘se’ at the end of a word will have the [s] or [z] sound.  

[s] – base, chase, false, horse  

[z] – rise, phrase, advise, wise 

 

Practice saying the following sentences. 

Record yourself and listen for the ending sound. 

1.  The size of the prize is twice the price, but is wise to advise to 

dance in a place.  

2.  I advise to chase the horse to a wise place for twice     prize size. 

 

 



   Words ending in ‘ing’ 

 

                   

 

Practice saying the following: 

 



    Exercises 

 
 

 

 


